Michael Harris

The Atomic Times: My H-Bomb Year at the Pacific Proving Ground is a gripping memoir. The Atomic Times: My H-Bomb Year at the Pacific Proving Ground recounts the year in 1955 when Michael Harris, a young army draftee, spent his year at the Pacific Proving Ground.

Harris's memoir is based on his time spent at the Pacific Proving Ground in the Marshall Islands during the mid-1950s. His experiences are described in detail, including the challenges of living in a remote location and the physical dangers associated with nuclear testing.

The memoir is leavened with humor, loyalty, and pride of accomplishment. Harris's narrative is a tribute to the resilience and determination of the soldiers who worked at the Pacific Proving Ground.

The Atomic Times: My H-Bomb Year at the Pacific Proving Ground is a heartbreakingly honest and endearing memoir of one young man's experience during a pivotal time in American history.